Biologics in Vulnerable Populations

Vaccinations
For all biologics:
 Vaccinate all patients receiving biologics and DMARDS for influenza and
pneumococcus; vaccines are safe and efficacious (grade II evidence)
 Vaccinate high risk patients for hepatitis B; vaccines are safe and efficacious
(grade IV evidence)
 Administer inactivated vaccines prior to starting treatment with
methotrexate/DMARDs; vaccines remain safe but may no longer be
efficacious (grade I evidence)
 Administer live attenuated vaccines 4 weeks prior to beginning therapy
with biologics. If vaccine is otherwise indicated, suspend treatment with
biologics then administer vaccine after appropriate delay (there is consensus
that 4 weeks is safe); vaccines may not be safe or efficacious (grade IV
evidence)
For methotrexate:
 Vaccinate patients with RA, age 60 or over, for Herpes zoster at physician
discretion; vaccine is safe (at ≤ 25mg methotrexate weekly) and efficacious
(grade IV evidence)

Hepatitis+
For all biologics:
 Patients should be screened for hepatitis B/C status before starting therapy
with any biologic or methotrexate (grade III evidence)
 Safety profile of biologics in patients with chronic infection (hep B/C) is not
yet sufficiently well understood (no evidence)
 For high-risk populations, please see section on vaccination

Malignancy+
For all biologics:
 Consult with an oncologist in the event of an active conflict between biologic
therapy for RA and active malignancy. General consensus recommends
withholding biologic therapy while the patient is receiving chemotherapy or
radiotherapy (grade IV evidence)
 Anti-TNF should be used with caution/avoided in patients with a history of
malignancy, as there is some evidence of increased risk (grade IV evidence)
For patients with a history of lymphoma:
 Hydroxychloroquine, sulfasalazine, and rituximab are appropriate biologic
options (grade II evidence)
 Anti-TNF, methotrexate therapy should be avoided (grade IV evidence)
 Abatacept, tocilizumab should be used with caution, ideally after consult
with an oncologist (no evidence)
For patients with a history of non-melanoma skin cancer:
 Hydroxychloroquine, sulfasalazine, leuflunomide, and methotrexate are
appropriate therapeutic options (grade II evidence)
 Anti-TNF therapy should be avoided (grade IV evidence)
 Abatacept, tocilizumab, and rituximab should be used with caution, ideally
after consult with an oncologist (no evidence)
For patients with a history of solid tumors:
 Hydroxychloroquine, sulfasalazine, leuflunomide, and methotrexate are
appropriate therapeutic options (grade II evidence)
 Anti-TNF therapy should be avoided in patients with melanoma only; there is
no compelling consensus of increased risk of other types of solid tumor
malignancy (grade IV evidence)
 Abatacept, tocilizumab, and rituximab should be used with caution, ideally
after consult with an oncologist (no evidence)
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